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Indian mythology is filled with ancient tales and legends of karma and how it affected people's

current lives and beyond. Does karma also affect the mythological Gods, or is it only reserved for

mortals? This book contains ten stories of karma and how even the smallest of actions can result in

lives being changed, including lives of the Gods. The lessons range from the effects of stealing a

sacred cow to allowing an animal to keep its life and many more. In these stories, battles rage on

earth and in the heavens, animals and plants can change one's destiny, and both honor and

betrayal are featured prominently. All of these themes come together as foundations for these

legends passed down through generations to teach the lesson of karma. After reading these stories,

you can't help but examine your own life and wonder what effects the decisions you have made and

actions you have taken will have on your future.
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Thought provoking book with a reminder that we reap the seeds we sow. I found the stories were



packed with important messages on the impact of the things we do and the choices we make. At the

same time, the stories were quite engaging as well. For me it was interesting to see how Karma can

affect our lives. If you are a believer in Karma and someone into Eastern mythology you will find this

book to be a treasure

I enjoyed reading "Karma in Indian Mythology: The Past Becomes the Future" and benefited from

the life-lessons presented through all ten mythological tales. The stories make it clear that good

deeds lead to a better future whereas bad deeds lead to a worse future, but the choice is always

ours. This book is an excellent collection of Indian mythology stories with solid moral undertone.

It was really important that I read this book because it allowed me to contemplate my place in the

world and how my decisions can shape so much. Concepts like reincarnation and karma are

powerful vehicles that give real insight into our selves. Understanding how so many things intertwine

and affect one another changes your perception as well as how you respond to things. Karmic

relationships was a huge learning experience for me. I'm amazed at how long I was able to go

without being exposed to the law of karma. Afterlife is definitely something that I have considered,

but never took the time to take seriously until now.Karma In Indian Mythology is a great resource

and eye-opening opportunity to change your worldview. The stories were as entertaining as they

were valuable. It's up to you how serious you want to take it, but past lives, cause and effect, and

karmic laws are very thought-provoking concepts that are hard to ignore. Enjoy!

Great book to, have to, a lot of advice's that help examine your own life and wonder what effects the

decisions you have made and actions you have taken will have on your future. Amazing book on

Karma. Excellent collection in Indian mythology

Through stories this book explores long held views on things like reincarnation and karma, topics

that fascinate me. This book made for an interesting afternoon of reading. Perhaps, my favourite

story was Prithus because it reminded me of modern times and politics. There will always be the

haves and have nots, those who care deeply, and those who could care less. Those that want to

make things better for everyone and those that only want to make things better for themselves â€“

and these are the people who will experience the worst kind of Karma â€“ just ask Prithusâ€™

father.I recommend this interesting book which explores through mythological stories how Indian

cultures/religions view reincarnation & karma.



Wow!! Morris Fenris made a very wonderful book about "karma". The title is Karma In Indian

Mythology. This is a really interesting book because it can affect our lives. Some of the case karma

affect us immediately, some case will happen later. So, if you do a lot of good deeds, then you'll get

good karma, but if you do bad deeds, then you will get the bad one. It's a very nice book. Highly

recommended!!

I was curious to read this book because I am aware of karma and how it affects our lives. In some

instances, Karma affects us immediately, while in other cases the results of one's karma are

delivered later. However, sooner or later one ends up paying for oneâ€™s bad deeds and benefiting

from the good ones. All ten short stories in this book illustrate that even the smallest of actions

accrues karma and that their effect is not limited to your current life but goes much beyond. The

stories also show that no one is immune from the law of Karma, i.e. every action has an equal and

opposite reaction. I enjoyed reading this book and gained valuable insights into reincarnation,

after-life, and Eastern mythology.

It was really an eye-opener for me to read this fascinating book on Karma which deals with

Universal Law of Cause and Effect. It is an extremely well researched and professionally presented

book, and contains 10 fascinating stories from Indian mythology. The underlying theme in all stories

is that one is free to choose ones actions but not free to choose the consequences of those actions.

I highly recommend this book!
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